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Greenrail at a glance

Note: (1) 73 obtained, 7 pending final registration.
Source: Management Greenrail.

9 Greenrail (the “Company”) was founded in 2012 as a startup, from an innovative idea of its founder Giovanni De Lisi: an eco-sustainable, technological and
durable railway sleeper, with a significant added value and high potential for development and exportation.

9 Greenrail sleeper uses a mix of rubber collected from End of Life tyres (ELT) and recycled plastics from urban waste.

9 Today, the intellectual property of Greenrail is protected on a worldwide scale in 80 countries.
9 Based in Rome and Milan, the Company handles the designing, prototyping and testing of the products, matching specific needs of each solution. The

Company designs and supplies industrial plants for the production of Greenrail sleepers.

9 Greenrail designs and produces railway sleepers in secondary raw material.

Innovation and sustainability of Greenrail are a strategic choice to develop future business models capable of creating economic, social and
environmental value. Greenrail aims to become a reference player in the transformation and modernization of the international railway system.

Company overview 

Innovation is the engine of change towards a sustainable future.
Greenrail aims to enter the railway market with its value proposition paying attention to important topics such as environmental sustainability, 
resource scarcity and fight against climate change.
Greenrail has been following the Circular Economy model since its foundation, firmly convinced that the design aimed at extending the 
life of the products, their subsequent reuse and recycling, creates new opportunities for development and employment, through the 
technological innovation of the product and its production process. 
Innovation and sustainability of Greenrail are a strategic choice that aims to develop future business models capable of creating
economic, social and environmental value. 

The Mission of Greenrail is to find the most efficient and sustainable solutions in the railway sector, able to generate value and wealth
for the market, the civil society and the environment.
The goal of Greenrail is to become a reference player in the transformation and modernization of the international railway system.
Greenrail’s activities are developed according to fundamental pillars:

- monitoring of the market in order to identify new opportunities;
- access and analysis of big data;
- scientific research and development of new technologies; supply of highly customized solutions;
- strategic alliances with a view to share and integrate new and more advanced knowledge.

Mission

Vision
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Product & Business Model

Source: Management Greenrail.

Business model

9 Patent license concession
9 Trademark concession
9 Know-how transfer
9 Sleeper’s design
9 Design, supply and installation of  production 

plants
9 Maintenance and assistance

9 Up-front fee / Equity
9 Royalties
9 Dividend (if invested)
9 Purchase of production plant’s machineries

9 Up-front fee / Equity
9 Royalties
9 Dividend (if  invested)
9 Purchase of  production plant’s machineries

Pre-IPO: Local Partners
Post-IPO: JVs / Direct Manufacturing

Greenrail benefits from a flexible business model, thanks to its technology which is protected by a worldwide patent, and from a wide range of
products able to meet, on a tailor-made basis, all international technical specifications.

Greenrail is a composite, 
innovative and sustainable 
railway sleeper made of an 
inner core of concrete and 

an outer shell made of 
recycled plastic and powder 
obtained from End of Life 

Tyres (ELTs).

Greenrail technology 
supports the Circular 

Economy principles through 
the reuse of plastic waste 

and End of Life Tyres. Each 
km of railway line settled 
with Greenrail sleepers is 

able to reduce up to 35 tons 
of urban waste.

One of the main 
characteristics of the 

Greenrail sleeper is its ability 
to comply with various 

client’s needs. It is a tailor-
made product, which can 

meet international technical 
specifications.

Greenrail has a “W” 
fastening system installed in 
the factory. It allows quick 

installation and the 
possibility to use the 

common automated systems 
for the renewal and the 

laying of the rails.

Product
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Advantages of Greenrail sleepers

Source: Management Greenrail.

� Reduction of noise and vibration 
� Improvement in track stability

� Elasticity of  materials used for sleeper’s production; 

� Resistance to the transverse load; 

� Protection of  the inner core in pre-stressed reinforced concrete. 

Highlights

� Reduction of maintenance costs of 40% 
compared to standard concrete sleepers 

� Lower ballast pulverization
� Resistance to lateral displacement
� Resistance to freeze-thaw cycles and 

sandstorms 

� Supply chain enlargement related to the 
reuse of ELT plastic sand with positive 

impacts on the employment 
� Reuse of 35 t of waste for 1 km

� Better electrical insulation

Advantages of Greenrail sleepers

Greenrail sleepers offer economic, technical and environmental advantages: they allow a reduction of railways maintenance costs of 40% vs.
standard concrete sleepers, granting a reduction of noise/vibration, a lower ballast pulverization and an improvement in track stability.
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Competitive positioning of Greenrail

Sleepers Duration (years) high-speed trains 
or heavy loads

W attachment 
system

Vibration
resistant and 

noise reduction
Eco-sustainability

Greenrail 40-50

Concrete + USP 30-35

Wood 15-20

Concrete 25-30

Compound / 
plastic 40

Steel n.d.

Greenrail sleepers offer several competitive advantages - including reduced vibration and less lateral displacement - that allow for longer product
life and lower maintenance costs than other types of sleepers on the market.

Sleepers comparison

Source: Management Greenrail.
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Economic advantages of Greenrail sleepers

Source: Management Greenrail.

Focus on economic advantages

Greenrail technology provides two important economic advantages:

9 longer service life;

9 lower operating costs (maintenance costs).

In order to better understand the impact of these two factors on the costs of railway infrastructure management, below it’s outline the result of two simulations carried out
by comparing the performance of standard concrete sleepers with Greenrail sleepers, both on conventional and high-speed lines. The simulations were carried out
considering a time horizon of 50 years and a railway section of 10 km.

Main assumptions

Railway section (km) #10

Time period (years) #50

# of sleepers #17.000

Total operating costs (Euro) 10.000.000

Operating costs per year for 1 km (Euro/year) 20.000

Options Standard Sleepers Greenrail Sleepers

Unit Price (Euro) 53 70

Life span (year) 30 50

Maintenance reduction factor 0% 40%

Options Standard Sleepers Greenrail Sleepers

Cost of purchase (Euro) 1.501.667 1.190.000

Operating Costs (Euro) 10.000.000 6.000.000 

Total Costs (Euro) 11.501.667 7.190.000 

Conventional Lines - RFI 230 Sleepers 

Operating costs

SAVING 38%

The use of Greenrail sleepers allows a saving 
of about 40% compared to the use of a 

standard crossbar on the market 
(Euro 7,190,000 vs. Euro 11,501,667).

Greenrail sleeper provides key economic advantages in the management of the railway line. Over their lifetime (50 years), Greenrail products
generate cost savings of approx. 40% compared to traditional sleepers.

Greenrail vs. competitors
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Note: (1) Under Sleeper Pad
Source: Management Greenrail.

Economic advantages of Greenrail sleepers (cont’d)

High Speed Lines - RFI 260 W Sleepers

Main assumptions

Operating costs

Railway section (km) #10

Time period (years) #50

# of sleepers #17.000

Total operating costs (Euro) 45.000.000

Operating costs per year for 1 km (Euro/year) 90.000

Options Standard 
Sleepers

Standard Sleepers + 
USP (1)

Greenrail
Sleepers

Unit Price (Euro) 80 105 95

Life span (year) #30 #30 #50

Maintenance reduction factor 0% 40% 40%

Options Standard Sleepers Standard Sleepers + 
USP (1) Greenrail Sleepers

Cost of purchase (Euro) 2.266.667 2.975.000 1.615.000 

Operating Costs (Euro) 45.000.000 27.000.000 27.000.000 

Total Costs (Euro) 47.266.667 29.975.000 28.615.000 

The use of the Greenrail sleepers 
allows a saving of about 40% with the 

best result compared to the other 
options currently available on the 

market.

SAVING 37% 39%

Greenrail vs. competitors
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R&D activities of Greenrail (cont’d)

Greenrail Solar™

Greenrail Solar™ is a sleeper that integrates a photovoltaic module allowing rail-lines to be transformed into photovoltaic fields, with high
sustainable energy productivity.

A minimum module for the operation of Greenrail Solar™ consists of 16
sleepers. If we consider one kilometer of line reinforced with Greenrail
Solar™ sleepers, the productivity will be as follows:

1.675 sleepers / km

47,2 MWh/year
Production capacity per year

Equal to the average yearly consumption of

16 houses

40 KWp
Plant power

290 m2

FV surface exposure

Source: Management Greenrail.
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International awareness

Source: Management Greenrail.; sito web Solar Impulse “The Solar Impulse Foundation and the European Investment Bank join forces to support innovative companies in their financing strategy”

Greenrail has been selected as one of 9 projects out 
of 1,189 proposals and has received a funding of Eur 
2.3 m for R&D activities to further develop its 
innovative railway sleepers.

European Commission’s Horizon 2020 
SME Instrument Phase 1 and 2: 

Euronext TechShare

Greenrail is one of 11 Italian companies selected for 
Euronext’s TechShare: educational pre-IPO 
programme aimed to familiarize innovative 
businesses with capital markets.

Greenrail is amongst the best 27 worldwide projects 
exhibited in Energy Best Practices pavilion at EXPO 
2017 in Astana. The Kazakh government has 
selected Greenrail as one of 10 best technologies 
presented during EXPO.

EXPO 2017 Astana

At Open Summit 2017 by Start-up Italia!, 
Greenrail received the award for the best start-up 
of the year in Italy.

Best Startup of 2017

Greenrail has been selected as one of the founding 
members of World Alliance for Efficient 
Solutions: an international initiative bringing 
together the main actors in the field of clean 
technology.

World Alliance for Efficient Solutions

European Startup Prize for mobility

In 2020 Greenrail was selected among the top 50 
startups in Europe in the mobility field. The EUSP 
is an acceleration program that support each year 
the 10 best European startups that develop 
innovative and sustainable solutions in the 
mobility sector.

Awards

Greenrail is still in its early stage but it has already achieved international awareness, being constantly ranked among top tier innovative start-
ups in Italy and abroad. Greenrail is one of the 11 Italian companies selected for Euronext’s TechShare.
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SDGs matched by Greenrail
In 2015, more than 150 international leaders endorsed the 2030 Agenda to promote a sustainable development plan, the essential elements of
which have been declined into 17 so-called "Sustainable Development Goals" (SDGs).
Greenrail development project, as its business model, contributes to the achievement of these goals in terms of industrial/infrastructure
innovation, energy efficiency/saving and technology transfer between different economies.

Sustainable Development Goals matched by Greenrail

Clean energy Support partnership

Responsible consumption 
and production

Climate change
Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure

Source: Management Greenrail.
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SDGs matched by Greenrail (cont’d)

INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

� "Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization, and foster innovation "

� “By 2030, upgrading infrastructure and making it sustainable, with higher efficiency of the resources to be used and 
greater adoption of clean, environmentally friendly technologies and industrial processes"

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION

� "Substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse "

� "Encourage companies, particularly large and international corporations, to adopt sustainable policies and integrate 
sustainability information into their reporting cycle "

� “Promote sustainable procurement practices, in accordance with national policies and priorities "

CLIMATE CHANGE

� " take urgent measures to face climate change and its consequences "

Greenrail promotes the sustainable and innovative development of railway infrastructure, contributing to the reduction
of costs in economic and environmental terms.

The Greenrail sleeper relies on a technology developed in Italy and patented in 80 countries worldwide.

Unique in its kind, capable of becoming the industry standard, it contributes to responsible consumption and production
by using up to 35 tons/km of secondary raw materials (plastic from urban waste and rubber from recycled Pfu).
Greenrail technology reduces the need for maintenance by up to 40% compared to a standard concrete sleeper.

Source: Management Greenrail.
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SDGs matched by Greenrail (cont’d)

CLEAN ENERGY

� “Improve international cooperation to facilitate access to energy research and technology, including renewable energy, 
energy efficiency, and advanced cleaner-than-fossil-fuel technology, and promote investment in energy infrastructure and clean 
energy technologies"

SUPPORT PARTNERSHIP

� "Strengthen implementation arrangements and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development "

� "Promote the development, transfer, and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies in developing countries. "

The R&D activity carried out by Greenrail in recent years, in its startup phase, has led to the development of a
sleeper (now in the pre-industrial phase) able to integrate a photovoltaic panel and transform a single km of
railway line into a sustainable energy source (up to 40MW/H per year).

Source: Management Greenrail.

Greenrail is a member of the World Alliance for Efficient Solutions, a worldwide alliance of 1000 sustainable
solutions to climate change, founded by the Solar Impulse Foundation.

"We believe collaboration is the key to success. Solutions exist but they are hidden in startups who need business partnerships to
implement and scale their technologies. This is one of the key reasons why we created the World Alliance for Efficient Solutions: to create
synergies between our members". Bertrand Piccard – Chairman of Solar Impulse Foundation and World Alliance for
Efficient Solutions.
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Market size

Ordinary maintenances Construction of new railway lines until 2025

Existing railway lines

1.6 m km

Quantity of  sleepers

#2.67 bn

Sleeper substituted by year

#106 million/year

Percentage of  substitution

4% estimated

New developing railway lines

170,000 km

Quantity of  new sleepers

#280 million

New sleepers by year

#40 million/year

What should an operator have to exploit this vast market?

The market of sleepers for train lines infrastructure has an enormous 
potential size. Assuming a price/sleeper equal to USD 40 and approx. 146 m 

sleepers substituted and installed every year worldwide, the total potential 
value of the market exceeds USD 5-6 billion/year.

has all 
these 

characteristics 

Key numbers of sleepers market in the world

In order to become a market leader it is required:

� Technology already tested and approved;

� Products able to suit all the market needs:

9 Efficient and low environment impact;

9 Different traffic flow: Main lines, High-
speed lines, High-capacity lines.

� Extended patent protection worldwide;

� Flexible business model to enter in different 
markets with different types of agreement

#106 million/year # 40 million/year

#146 million/year

#146 million/year USD 40 USD 5-6 
billion/year

The potential market size of sleepers for train lines infrastructure is enormous (USD 5-6 billion/year). Greenrail has all the features to become a
market leader (tested and patented technology, efficient and low environment impact, tailor-made products).

Source: Management Greenrail.
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Equity story of Greenrail…

Source: Management Greenrail.

2015
Share capital injection for Euro 320.000;
Regione Lombardia Grant for Euro 50.000;
SME Instrument Phase 1 for Euro 50.000;
R&D contribution from Ecopneus for Euro 250.000

2012
Share capital of 
Euro 17.500

2014
Edison Pulse Award for Euro 
100.000

2016
SME Instrument Phase 
2 – first tranche - for 
Euro 1.035.000

2017
Bank loan with MCC’s 
guarantee within 6623 law for 
innovative start-up for Euro 
1.685.000

2018
SME Instrument Phase 2 -
second and third tranches - for 
Euro 1.365.000

2012
Greenrail is founded by 
Giovanni De Lisi, with 
the aim of creating an 
innovative railway 
sleeper characterized by 
its technology, 
versatility and eco-
sustainability.

2014
Starting date of collaboration with Politecnico di Milano;
Creation of the first mold for the pre-industrial 
production of Greenrail sleepers;
Winner of Edison Pulse Award.

2015
Greenrail becomes a part of Polihub;
SEAL of Excellence from the European 
Commission;
Greenrail wins the European 
Commission’s Horizon 2020 SME 
Instrument Phase 1.

2016
Greenrail wins the European 
Commission’s Horizon 2020 SME 
Instrument Phase 2;
Definitive design of Greenrail sleeper.

2018
Production of the first stock of 
Greenrail sleepers;
First railway stretch of Greenrail;
Patent granted in 64 countries 
worldwide, pending in other 16.

2019-2021
Two capital increases amounting to 
Euro 2.400.000 subscribed by 
Venture Capital investors.

FUNDING

Milestones

ACHIEVEMENTS
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… and identified milestones for future development

STEP 2 (2024)
IPO: €30.000.000 addressed to 
further boost international 
development and R&D activities

Post 2025
Greenrail will self-finance its 
business activities and the 
domestic and international 
investment plans

FUNDING

Milestones

2021-2022
First Italian Plant
Investment of €8.5 million for the construction 
of the first "showcase" plant

2024
First international investment
First foreign M&A/JV transaction in order to enter 
international markets with local partners, exploiting 
patents filed in 80 Countries worldwide

Post 2025
Expansion of international presence -
Licensing model, JV/international facilities and 
M&A activity.
New products - (Solar & LinkBox)

TARGETS

Source: Management Greenrail.

2021
Signing of two license agreements 
Greenrail is currently engaged in the 
commercial phase for the signing of the 
first two license agreements with foreign 
industrial groups

Fundraising

2021-2022
Raising the financial resources to complete its growth path. Fundraising equal
to €11,000,000. The management of Greenrail expects such Fundraising to be
potentially realized with the contribution of CDP and Webuild (management
assumption).
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